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Letter from the Editor

G

reetings, and three
blessings!

In this volume, the staff of
The Tel Mora Independent
Press has gathered the
collective insight of
countless Elder Scrolls
sources to bring you a
guide that tackles the most
fundamental information of
the Aurbis.
Think of this as a
Frequently Asked Questions,
chock-full of information
and resources that can be
used by the intrepid lore
enthusiast to build a basic
understanding of The Elder
Scrolls and her varied
minutiae and esotericism,
granting even the greenest
novice the tools necessary
to become what many have
dubbed a “lorebeard.”
The Elder Scrolls is
a deep and complex
world that facilitates
conversations that weave
in and out of many varied
disciplines. Why, in a simple
converstaion about Tamriel’s
lore, it isn’t unheard of to
wander from theology to
music theory to philosophy
to literary history to
quantum physics to poetry
to psychology to politics to
analytical history.
It is this fact that makes
TES so intriguing - it allows
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us to explore and discuss
these disciplines in a closed
environment, granting us the
practice to employ critical
reasoning and knowledge
of the obscure in real-life
scenarios.
And I think that’s just
great.
So it with this scholarly
endeavor in mind, that we
bring you the “bare bones”
of TES lore, so should
you be new to our ranks,
you have the resources to
prepare you for the bizarre
and paradigm-bending
ideas that are frequently
discussed.
Should you already be
well-versed in the secrets
of the Song, the Dream, or
the Wheel, this may serve
as a handy guide to perhaps
rekindle the Lamps that
may have become Drowned,
whether intentional or not.
So we here at The Tel Mora
Independent Press implore
you to make use of this
document and we certainly
hope it brings you joy.
Go, young Stars. Light thy
path, and remember:

Lore is what you
make of it.
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Surface Lore

Surface Lore FAQ

who lived to be over 4000
years old, is a master wizard
Q: Where do I begin to learn and likely used his magical
skill to prolong his life.
more about lore?
Becoming undead such as a
A: Take a look at LadyN’s vampire or lich also grants an
indefinite lifespan.
guide. It is most helpful.
According to LadyN: “A
lower/working class elf can
•
live to be about 200-300
Q: How long does each race years old... Someone with
better access to healthcare/
live?
nutrition/doctors/etc.
can
A: The answer typically easily exceed that into the
varies. The races of Men mid to upper hundreds.
(Nord, Redguard, Colovian, Those with advanced magical
Nibenese, etc) can be knowledge (or access to it)
assumed to have a similar can do just about anything.
lifespan to humans in real life, Yes, they more or less mature
roughly 80 years on average. at the same rate. They seem
Elves, however, are much to reach sexual maturity later,
more complicated, and can but look-wise it’s the same.”
be altered based on magical
•
ability or quality of life. In
Interview With Alvur Relds,
Q: What happens to the
Relds says, “I’ve known mer
player
characters after their
still mind-sharp in their late
hundreds, and heard of folk games?
200 and older. My family
A: Due to the series’
usually makes it to 120-130,
providing we don’t get sick or focus on roleplaying and
the celebration of personal
poked in the eye.”
Queen
Barenziah
of choice, we are left to
Morrowind lived to be over imagine what happens to our
400 years, but did not use characters. Some in-universe
magic to do so. Divayth Fyr, hints or rumors are often
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Surface Lore
shared by NPCs or books,
but in the end, the choice
is ultimately up to each
individual player.
•
Q: What happened to the
Dwemer?
A: The commonly accepted
idea is that at during the
War of the First Council, the
Dwemer attempted to activate
Numidium by tapping into the
Heart of Lorkhan. Whether
they were attempting to flee,
to fight, or something else
remains a mystery. The result
was the Dwemer population
was absorbed into the brass
god Numidium, becoming its
Divine Skin. It is thought that
the Dwemer fused their souls
to become a single divine
Oversoul, and therefore it is
impossible for them to ever
return.
Take a look at Final Report
to Trebonius by Luagar, which
is written from an in-universe
perspective.
This
report
gathers all information known
about the disappearance
of the Dwemer and breaks
it down in an easy-to-read

article.
Additionally, an article
in Issue 1 of The Tel Mora
Independent Press (see page
8) written by Todd Damrath
is a touch more complicated,
but explains the theories
surrounding the Dwemer in
much more depth.
•
Q: Where does one go after
death?
A: A common consensus
is that souls will go to the
“Dreamsleeve”, where they are
wiped of their memories and
the soul energy is reborn in a
new mortal. What becomes
complicated is when we add
cultural and chosen (or nonchosen) ideas of the afterlife.
Things like Sovngarde, or
the Soul Cairn, or the realms
of the Princes for those who
have served them.
Many assert that despite
these afterlives, souls are
still recycled through the
Dreamsleeve - there is no
escaping it. The reasoning
behind this idea is that we
know that the memories that
belonged to the deceased
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Racial Phylogeny. It is worth
noting that Notes bears a
striking resemblance to the
sorts of ignorant books of the
medieval period wherein it is
suggested that bees are tiny
birds and the body contains
four humours. That being
said, according to Notes, the
races of man and mer can
successfully interbreed. In
general, the offspring will be
the same race as the mother,
but traits of the father are also
present. Bretons are a result
of continuous interbreeding
to the point of creating an
entire separate race and
culture.
It is less clear whether or
not beast races like the Khajiit
and Argonians are biologically
capable of breeding outside
of their race. While Racial
Phylogeny claims there have
been no documented cases
•
of pregnancy in beast/nonbeast couplings, Vitharn:
Q: Can different races the Fall details the birth of
interbreed?
a child to an Argonian and
non-Argonian, and The Real
A: It would be silly to Barenziah implies that Khajiit
assume they cannot. There’s are interfertile with nononly been one in-game book Khajiit, although that text is
that actually describes the known for being dubious and
specifics, being Notes on playing fast-and-loose with

are recycled and contained
within water, and that the
soul is also composed of the
AE, or the essence of the self,
and the animus, which is akin
to the electricity of a battery.
A toy Godzilla cannot work
without batteries, and a living
thing cannot work without its
animus. Memory may be part
of the AE, and we know that
AE can returned to life via
reincarnation.
Matters become confusing
when looking at player
characters who can serve
a lot of different deities.
The simple answer is that
every player can decide for
themselves what happens to
their character postmortem.
Each
player
character’s
decisions and supernatural
affiliations are their own, and
the sky’s the limit.
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the truth.

TES: Dwemer Centurion” | Illustration by coupleofkooks

cases. These bits of lore are
more speculative, and given a
•
community penchant for fan
writing and apocrypha, this
Q: Much of this is not shown side of the lore has taken on a
in the games, so where are life of its own after decades of
you getting your information? discussion. As a result, most
information regarding meta
A: Much of the lore or deeper lore tends to fall
presented in the games is into a realm more susceptible
fairly cut-and-dry, including to interpretation.
dialogue, lorebooks, loading
If you’re only looking for
screens, and other in-game the set-in-stone stuff, other
sources.
Most
die-hard websites already have that
lore enthusiasts have taken completely
covered—see
the time to memorize and The Imperial Library and
catalogue this information UESP. Otherwise, you are
and so prefer to move into encouraged to be opendeeper lore that may be minded and accept that other
vaguely referenced on the interpretations exist and are
games, or not at all in some just as valid as others.
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•
Q: Why is there so much
fanfiction?
A: In The Elder Scrolls’
fledgling years, the lore
of Tamriel was not solely
decided upon by a group of
developers in offices, but
was determined through
discussion and the sharing of
ideas, mostly in Bethesda’s
forums. In fact, in Daggerfall,
nearly all the ingame books
were written by members
of the forums, which is
what set TES on the path
towards open-source lore.
Even earlier, TES began as a
tabletop roleplaying game
that the original developers
played in their spare time,
adding credence to the idea
that every player or fan has
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the freedom to interpret
the world in whatever way
suits them. Because of this,
TES has always fostered
input of original ideas, and it
encourages each fan to arrive
at their own “truth” of what
TES is and what happens
within it.
It’s in this same spirit that
Morrowind’s “Construction
Kit” was created,
which
Surface
Lore
set off a strong modding
community that still exists
to this day. In the same way
that ever player’s mod load
orders are different, so too
are the pictures we have in
our heads about Tamriel’s
lore. Since The Elder Scrolls
began, fans have posted
their own ideas, “fanfictions,”
texts, and visions online for
others to build upon, adopt,
and critique.

Surface Lore
•
Q: What’s the difference
between game and lore?
A: The game is the
representation
of
an
idea, which is the lore.
Due to constraints, the
representation is not the
same as lore, but is a window
into it. Think of the games
as a collective diorama
of the “true” Elder Scrolls
universe. It’s a simulacrum
of what the real thing ought
to be, but obviously given
technological, financial, and
other limitations, it cannot
possibly be represented at a
1:1 ratio. Both Todd Howard
and LadyNerevar said it best:
“All of our lore is obviously
written as ideal, to say X
province or city has so many
people, but you can’t always
actually pull that off on
screen, or even store it, so
you try to create a scale that
feels good in game, that plays
well and is fun. So the scale
of the terrain and the number
of NPCs is always geared to
the gameplay more than the
lore saying how big or small

something is.”
—Todd Howard in the first
Oblivion Fan Interview
“According to Oblivion,
there are about 25 houses
in all of Chorrol. Obviously,
this is false. The Elder Scrolls
are a series of games, and
all games have limits. It is
physically impossible for the
in-game Chorrol to contain
thousands of buildings and
hundreds of thousands of
NPCs. This is a game play
limitation, and it is important
to be able to tell game play
apart from lore. Game play
is anything and everything
that is done for the benefit
of making a game. Skills
and racial traits are game
play for example, as are the
specific powers granted by
birthsigns or the weight of
items. These things have lore
components of course, but
the game representation of
these things should not be
taken as lore.”
—LadyN in How to
Become a Lore Buff
Additionally,
game
mechanics
don’t
have
bearing or reasoning from a

“Aedra and Daedra” | Illustration courtesy of UniversalKinase
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Surface Lore
lore perspective. Sometimes
they can be explained with
lore, for example the removal
of Levitation spells in Oblivion
being due to an Empire-wide
ban on Levitation magic. It
is unreasonable, however to
assume that Tamriel actually
freezes when you pause
the game, to believe that
ancient dungeons are filled
with modern currency, and
the populace is composed
squarely into ten racial
groups. It’s only this way
in-game for purposes of
playability. It should be a
logical conclusion that the
world itself is far larger than
what we get to see on a
surface-level interpretation.

The presence of magic
is often cited as a reason
why Tamriel’s technological
needs are very different. In
most cases, there’s nothing
technology can do that more
widely-available magic can’t.
Not only that, but with the
world of The Elder Scrolls
relying upon a foundation of
the existence of magic, it’s
essentially an equivalent to
science, and a blend of the two
in “magitechnology” exists—
Tamriel has robots, synthetic
animals, clockwork cities,
space programs, an Internet,
and so on. Additionally,

•
Q: Why hasn’t there been
any technological progress?
A: Nirn is in no way the
same as Earth, and there
are countless factors that
contribute to technological
development.
Being
the
case, it cannot be expected
that Tamriel’s advancement
would follow the same
trajectory as the real world.
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Surface Lore
there has been observable
progress in Tamriel’s history:
In the First Era, Pelinal
Whitestrake’s plate armor
was considered futuristic,
and things in the Ninth Era
(as seen in KINMUNE) are
almost unrecognizable.
•
Q: Is being Dragonborn
hereditary? Could the Last
Dragonborn
inherit
the
Empire?

kind that Emperors are.
The in-game text Book of
the Dragonborn sums up our
knowledge on the subject:
”Very few realize that being
Dragonborn is not a simple
matter of heredity—being
the blessing of Akatosh
Himself, it is beyond our
understanding exactly how
and why it is bestowed.
Those who become Emperor
and light the Dragonfires
are surely Dragonborn—the
proof is in the wearing of
the Amulet and the lighting

A: The specific nature of
being Dragonborn isn’t fully
understood, but it’s thought
that it isn’t hereditary, instead
being bestowed by Akatosh.
In ESO, we witness an
attempted ritual to light the
Dragonfires. It is thought that
this ritual grants Akatosh’s
blessing upon the holder of
the Chim-el Adabal, meaning
that the Dragonborn Emperors
need not be related. There
is also some speculation
among fans that a distinction
“Order”
between “dragon soul” and
Illustration
courtesy
of
Serpentwined
“dragon blood” is behind the
discrepancies between the of the Fires. But were they
kind of Dragonborn that the Dragonborn and thus able to
Last Dragonborn is and the do these things—or was the
The Tel Mora Independent Press - An Aurbic Primer
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doing the sign of the blessing
of Akatosh descending upon
them? All that we can say is
that it is both, and neither—a
divine mystery.”

how much they still occupy,
but at least Mournhold, which
the Argonians had sacked,
was occupied by Dunmer in
4E201.
There isn’t anything to say
•
whether or not Morrowind
remains a province of the
Q: What is the status of Empire in 4E201. With the
Morrowind in 4E201? Is Empire
struggling
and
Vvardenfell habitable?
focusing
elsewhere
in
Tamriel, it stands to reason
A: According to the in- that the Empire is currently
game book The Red Year, unconcerned with Morrowind
reconstruction
began for the time being.
less than a month after
Vvardenfell’s
eruption,
•
suggesting that the land
was almost always habitable
Q: What are the real-world
despite the fact that many inspirations for things in The
settlements
and
cities Elder Scrolls?
were destroyed (according
to the out-of-game book,
A: Like any work of fiction,
The Infernal City). When The Elder Scrolls draws
the time of the Dragonborn inspiration from a variety
DLC comes around, Neloth of sources, not the least
remarks that Telvanni has of which includes realterritory on Vvardenfell and world cultures, philosophy,
intends to return there, and and religions. While these
suggests that Vivec City is ideas may leave their mark,
being rebuilt.
drawing more concrete 1:1
The Argonians seemingly comparisons (for example,
did not seize as large a swath comparing the Septim Empire
of land as many have thought. to the Roman Empire) is a
Vengeance was their main recipe for inaccuracy. Most
motive, after all. It isn’t known comparisons that can be
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made are purely superficial.
The Elder Scrolls draws from
many inspirations, both realworld and fictional, and its
many elements are ultimately
unique in how they are
blended together.

around
you),
Mysticism
(teleportation,
scrying),
Conjuration (divided into
Necromancy and the binding
of Daedra), and Illusion
(invisibility).
Tonal magic, such as the
Thuum, Sword-Singing, and
Dwemer Tonal Architecture,
•
involves
manipulating
sound, and therefore the
Q: What are the different fundamental fabric of reality,
to assert your will.
types of magic?
Memory magic, such as
A: Magic is The Elder is used by the Spinners of
Scrolls is versatile, but not Bosmer culture, involves
all forms of magic are the manipulating Memory in
same. There are several main some way or another to alter
types, being Aetherial magic history and therefore the
(the most common form), present.
Shadow
magic,
such
Tonal magic, Memory magic,
Shadow magic, Hist magic, as is seen in TES Travels:
Shadowkey, employs the use
and Daedric Magic.
Aetherial magic is divided of alternate dimensions to
into “schools,” which were alter probability and power.
decided upon by the Mages If an arrow is launched at a
Guild in years of antiquity. wielder of Shadow magic,
Several
schools
have provided there is an alternate
been modified, blended, or reality where the arrow
removed altogether over the misses, then Shadow magic
years, but they have included makes it so. A powerful
Destruction (fireballs and practitioner becomes the
lightning strikes), Restoration most powerful version of
(healing), Alteration (using themselves.
Hist magic is not well
magic to alter the physical
understood,
but is known to
composition of the world
The Tel Mora Independent Press - An Aurbic Primer
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be different from Aetherial
magic, and may be used by
some Argonians.
Daedric Magic, such as
the magic used by Mankar
Camoran in Oblivion to create
Gaiar Alata via the Mysterium
Xarxes, is magic pulled
directly from the essence of
a Daedric being, usually a
Prince.

in terms of comparison. Is
twilight stronger than hope?
Is madness stronger than
light? These questions have
no real answers, and so
questions about comparative
power likewise have no real
answers.

•
Q: Who is the most powerful
_______? Could _____ beat
_____ in a fight?
A: Simply put, power levels
do not exist in TES, except
perhaps at much lower
subgradients. For example
Divayth Fyr could absolutely
defeat Fargoth in a fight.
But as we get into the et’Ada
or certain mythic figures,
comparing power becomes a
non-issue, as all the outcomes
are incredibly subjective and
there is no reasonable way to
account for every potential
variable. Every Prince, every
Aedra, they are all considered
equivalent in terms of power,
but their power is much more
abstract than we can put
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Deep Lore FAQ

creator from the perception
of a “true” version of a
text, as well as DC Comics’
Q: What is C0DA? How “Hypertime.”
does it affect the player? Is it
C0DA is a controversial
canon?
issue in the TES community,
and has sparked what many
compare to the Star Wars
community’s “canon wars.”
C0DA itself espoused the
ideas that “everything is
canon” or “nothing is canon,”
to which many take issue.
These phrases simply call
attention to The Elder Scrolls’
nature as fiction, explaining
A: C0DA is a comic book that one person’s vision of
script written by former it is no less legitimate than
developer Michael Kirkbride another’s. It doesn’t mean
and released on February 14, that everyone’s ideas are
2014. It can be read here.
beyond criticism.
C0DA is a science-fantasy
Read this post by Lady N
story set in the Fifth Era for details.
on Masser, written as a
conclusion of Morrowind’s
•
story. C0DA had the added
message of suggesting that
Q: Who is Michael Kirkbride?
The Elder Scrolls is an open
fiction similar to Dungeons
A: Michael Kirkbride (MK)
and Dragons settings in that is a writer and artist who
every player or reader can has worked on The Elder
personalize the world the way Scrolls since Daggerfall, but
they like. The idea has been left the company shortly
compared to Roland Barthes’ after Morrowind. Despite
Death of the Author in its this, he has contributed to
disassociation of the author/ every game since, including
The Tel Mora Independent Press - An Aurbic Primer
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Oblivion, Skyrim, and Elder
Scrolls Online. He is often
credited with being largely
responsible for Tamriel as we
know it today.
The Elder Scrolls lore is the
result of many developers’
input over the years, but
Kirkbride
is
particularly
noteworthy due to his
massive influence on the
series’ development, and
because of his continued
engagement with fans. During
Redguard’s
development,
MK collaborated with Kurt
Kuhlmann (now a senior
director at Bethesda) to
overhaul the lore of The Elder
Scrolls, creating the Tamriel
we know and love today.
See here for more on MK’s
post-Morrowind work with
Bethesda.
MK’s works are often the
source of further controversy,
as they can be confusing or
bizarre to those who have
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only ever seen in-game
representations of The Elder
Scrolls universe. Regardless,
MK’s importance to the
franchise can’t be ignored,
and new games frequently
reference his out-of-game
texts, including Heimskr’s
speech in Skyrim and myriad
references in Elder Scrolls
Online. For many, Kirkbride’s
works are necessary reads
to understand many of the
deeper and esoteric ingame subjects, and serve to
augment the experiences of
those who take the time to
engage with them.
•
Q: What is CHIM?
A: CHIM is an extremely
complicated topic and one
that many who are new
to the lore have difficulty
in understanding. At its
essence, CHIM is a state
of enlightenment or higher
being akin to becoming a de
facto deity.
Common thought is that
CHIM is achieved when a
person understands the

An Aurbic Primer - The Tel Mora Independent Press
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structure of the Aurbis, their
place in it, and what that
relationship means in a
relativistic sense.
To be more specific, it is
widely understood that to
arrive at CHIM, one must
realize that the entirety of
what we call The Elder Scrolls
universe is in fact the Dream
of a sleeping Godhead. It
logically follows that if the
individual is within a dream,
it must mean they do not
exist. How they react to
this realization determined
whether they achieve CHIM
or whether they zero-sum
(cease to exist within the
Aurbis). If, despite the logic,
the insist they do exist, then
CHIM is achieved. Vivec

and Tiber Septim are the
only figures thought to have
achieved it.
According to On the
Dreamer by The White Guar
and KhajiitiM&M:

“The conclusion required
to attain CHIM (and thereby
avoid becoming a literal
brain fart) is that you, as an
individual within this Dream,
don’t exist as you from a
standpoint
of
objective
reality. However, you do
exist because the Dreamer
exists, and you, by way of
synecdoche (a poetic term where a small part stands in
for a larger whole. Appropriate
here, I think) are the Dreamer.
When you realize who you

The Tel Mora Independent Press - An Aurbic Primer
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are, and that it necessarily
follows that everyone else in
the Dream is you, as well, you
gain the ability to sway the
Dreamer and make changes
to the Dream. You now
own 51% (or more?) of the
company’s shares.”

average person in Tamriel
know about metaphysical
lore concepts?

A: Considering that many
lore concepts such as CHIM,
the Dreamer, and Towers
rarely (if ever) come up when
chatting to the denizens of
To those that have achieved Tamriel, a frequent question
CHIM, reality is a lucid dream is how much the average inthat they can alter (e.g. Tiber universe person knows about
Septim is said to have used the deeper concepts at all.
Just like in real life,
CHIM to change the jungles
of Cyrodiil into more habitable understandings of the nature
temperate grasslands, as of one’s reality varies from
seen in From The Many- person to person, depending
Headed Talos).
on
status,
occupation,
CHIM is written in all- etc. A lowly, uneducated
capitals only because it’s farmer probably seldom
an Ehlnofex word, which learns anything outside of
is usually written this way their own culture’s belief
similar to Roman square systems and cultural ideas
capitals.
(and may not even be
CHIM was first introduced entirely literate). Meanwhile,
in Morrowind’s 36 Lessons Telvanni Councilor Baladas
of Vivec. It is referenced Demnevanni spiels off about
in Oblivion’s Mythic Dawn Earthbones,
subgradients,
Commentaries and in Skyrim and tonal architecture. In Nuthrough Heimskr’s recitation Mantia Intercept, the Towers
of From the Many-Headed and their workings seem
Talos.
woefully familiar to those
on the Elder Council, with
•
Nu-Hatta even noting that
“scholarship on the subject
Q: How much does the of the metaphysical Tower is
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at an all-time high”.
It stands to reason that
academics, master wizards,
and perhaps even the ruling
class of Tamriel are schooled
in many advanced lore
concepts, while the average
commoner is unlikely to know
much at all on the grand scale
of things.
•
Q: Is there space travel in
The Elder Scrolls?
A: Yes, but to compare it
to the sorts of space travel
seen in Star Trek or Star
Wars is an exercise in futility.
In the Aurbis, outer space
is basically how mortals
perceive the void of Oblivion,

so “space travel” is more like
moving through dimensions.
There are a few ways to do
this, including using portals,
traversing the void in a
“spaceship” (of which there
are several noted varieties),
riding dragons, and more.
The Elder Scrolls Legend:
Battlespire, released in 1997,
introduced a great deal of
“spacelore” to TES, as the
Battlespire itself is an Imperial
space
station/spaceship.
With the release of Oblivion in
2006 came the first mentions
of space exploration efforts:
“Visit to Aetherius occur
even less frequently than
to Oblivion, for the void is a
long expanse and only the
stars offer portal for aetherial

Illustration by Mina Roy for The Tatterdemalion Project
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travel, or the judicious use
of magic. The expeditions of
the Reman Dynasty and the
Sun Birds of Alinor are the
most famous attempts in our
histories, and it is a cosmic
irony that both of them were
eventually dissolved for the
same reason: the untenable
expenditures required to
reach magic by magicka.
Their only legacy is the Royal
Imperial Mananauts of the
Elder Council and the great
Orrery at Firsthold, whose
spheres are made up of
genuine celestial mineral
gathered by travelers during
the Merethic Era.”
—A Pocket Guide to the
Empire and its environs, Third
Edition

Deep Lore
•

Q: Which in-game events
actually happen? How will
they be treated in future
games?

A: If past games are any
indication,
all
in-game
storylines have occurred,
but the results (especially
if choice is involved) will be
left ambiguous so as not
to invalidate any players’
actions. On top of that, it is
assumed that not all these
actions were performed
by the same person. The
popular opinion is that the
only things that the Player
Character (Eternal Champion,
Hero of Kvatch, Nerevarine,
Ideas of “space travel” etc) accomplishes are the
and moon colonization have main questline and any main
since been expanded upon DLCs. For example, The
by out-of-game texts such last Dragonborn will have
as Tatterdemalion: The Lunar accomplished his/her role of
Province of Secunda and defeating Alduin, defeating
Tenders to the Mane: Lleswer. Harkon, and defeating Miraak,
For a more comprehensive and everything else (guild
list of spacelore references quests, side quests, etc) will
(and other information about have been accomplished
“futuristic”
technologies), by some other nameless
read this document collated individual. While Mankar
by Semblio.
Camoran and Mannimarco
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were both defeated in 3E433,
it might not have been by the
same person. This is largely
because the plots of some
expansions (Tribunal and
Dragonborn) assume this is
the case.
On top of this, there are
some in-game events with
multiple possible outcomes
based on the player’s actions,
such as Skyrim’s Civil War and
the ending of Daggerfall. As
a measure of preserving the
player’s ideas about their own
characters, The Elder Scrolls
games never refer to the
events of prior installments
in detail, and the resolution
of those events with multiple
possible outcomes is left
unexplained, or vague, or told
in such a way that there is no
definite answer.

commentary on Alduin’s
Wall, it’s explained that the
Last Dragonborn is the one
that contends with Alduin.
However, as it is Alduin’s
mythic role to end the world
so it can begin anew, he may
eventually return to do so.
Alternatively, many have
speculated (bearing C0DA in
mind) that this kalpa is the
last, which means that the
LDB is, categorically, the last
Dragonborn required. After
the defeat of Alduin, he is no
longer necessary and serves
no purpose, nor would there
be any purpose to having
another Dragonborn.
On top of that, MK once
suggested that there is no
Last Dragonborn.

“Let me say that again with
emphasis: mind-palace of a
•
fictional universe
There can’t be a mind
Q: Why is the Last palace of memories that
Dragonborn the “last”?
didn’t happen, right? Only
real things that can be utterly
A:
The
term
“Last proven to be real, have facts,
Dragonborn” comes from the undisputed evidence.
Prophecy of the Dragonborn
Why? Why limit your
(which is quoted in Book memory in their Memory..?
of the Dragonborn). In the Why covet them so much as
Prophecy and in Esbern’s to mind-cage them?
The Tel Mora Independent Press - An Aurbic Primer
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Why. Fear. Your. World.
Might. Get. Eaten?
This is why there is no Last
Dragonborn. It’s a mental
challenge, hidden right next
to you from the beginning
of the game (a rebel with a
literal gag order), designed
as a power fantasy to trap
you into a mentality that your
kalpa and your place in it is
the only possible thing.”
•
Q: This person said this
but someone else said this,
which one is right?
A: That is entirely for you to
decide.
The entirety of The Elder
Scrolls universe is built upon
the literary device known

as the Unreliable Narrator.
What this means is that
all characters in The Elder
Scrolls world are just as
fallible as anyone in real life.
You wouldn’t talk to Joe Pesci
about theoretical quantum
mechanics and expect all the
information to be accurate,
just as you wouldn’t talk to
Fargoth about Tower lore.
Because of this, everything
beyond the objective nuts and
bolts of the TES universe (e.g.
Dunmer are a race, the War of
the First Council happened,
and Morrowind is a place) is
up for interpretation.
ZOS Loremaster Lawrence
Schick even spoke on this:
“[L]isten to what all these
different people have to say,

Deep Lore
make up your own mind,
make up your own beliefs
about what happened and
you’re as liable – since you’re
playing in their world and
you’re playing a character in
their world – what you think
happened is as legitimate as
what that NPC thinks.”
Every individual fan and
player has their own idea
about what constitutes TES.
Whichever idea you think
is more plausible (or even
cooler, if that’s how you roll),
then that is how it is. It’s
just as much your world as
anyone else’s. Lore is what
you make of it.
•
Q: What is lunar currency?
A: Lunar currency is
basically just a term for
souls. Many entities within
the Aurbis trade in souls.
The most obvious are certain
Daedric Princes, such as
Molag Bal and Clavicus Vile,
or the Ideal Masters of the
Soul Cairn. Some mortal
creatures also deal in souls,
such as Mannimarco (as seen
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in ESO) and the Sload, who
often make bargains with
other Princes. According to
The Loveletter From the Fifth
Era, “The echo of the Void is
Oblivion. The echo of Oblivion
is now mortal death. Death
results in reappropriation
of spirit towards its aligned
AE—either to the god-planet
Aedra or the Principalities
of Oblivion. Vehk’s name for
this transaction, mentioned
above, is “lunar currency”.
As to what the lunar
currency is used for is
entirely up for speculation.
Some have suggested that
lunar currency is gambled,
other have suggested that
the Aedra use lunar currency
to maintain their decaying
plane(t)s.
•
Q: What is the Prisoner?
Why is it important?
A: The Prisoner is an
important role that is played
by certain individuals within
The Elder Scrolls universe.
The Prisoner is a pivotal figure
in the Aurbis that moves the
cosmic story further along,

“Dark Mage” | Illustration by KaanaMoonshadow
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and the Prisoner does this
by being granted--granted
ultimately by the Dreamer, be
it intentionally or otherwise-virtually unlimited freedom
with regard to personal
choice.
During the events of
Oblivion, Martin Septim says
to the Hero of Kvatch (who is
a Prisoner), “Remember when
we first met in Kvatch? I told
you that I didn’t want any part
of the gods’ plan. I still don’t
know if there is a divine plan.
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But I’ve come to realize that it
doesn’t matter. What matters
is that we act. That we do
what’s right, when confronted
with evil. That’s what you did
at Kvatch. It wasn’t the gods
that saved us, it was you.
Were you acting for the gods?
I don’t know. But now it’s my
turn to act.”
Effectively, Martin says to
the Prisoner, “We are where
we are and we have the
chance we have because you,
Prisoner, chose to act.”

One of the God-Kings of
Morrowind grants us some
insight on the Prisoner, as
well.

An example most players
would be familiar with is the
climax of the main questline
in TES IV: Oblivion. The
Hero of Kvatch watches as
“The Prisoner wields great Mehrunes Dagon attempts
power, making reality of to usurp Martin Septim (and
metaphor… The Prisoner Akatosh,
by
extension).
must apprehend two critical The Hero of Kvatch is the
insights. First, they must Observer, Mehrunes Dagon is
face the reality of their the Rebel, and Akatosh-viaimprisonment. They must see Martin Septim is the King.
the determinative walls - the In this exchange, the King
chains of causality that bind defeated the Rebel, but that’s
them to their course… The not always the case. At the
Prisoner must see the door creation of Mundus, another
to their cell. They must gaze Enantiomorphic trio exists
through the bars and perceive in Trinimac, Lorkhan, and
that which exists beyond Magnus. Lorkhan (King) is
causality. Beyond time. Only slain by Trinimac (Rebel) and
then can they escape.”
Magnus (Observer) flees. In
some (but not all) cases, the
•
Observer is wounded in the
process.
Q: What is Enantiomorph?
When this occurs, the
participants tap into mythA: Enantiomorph is a mythic echoes of creation, elevating
reenactment of the creation them to an undetermined
of the Aurbis. Nir watched as level of potential divinity.
Padomay attempted to usurp According to The 36 Lessons
Anu, thus making Nir the of Vivec, ALMSIVI is an
Observer/Mage,
Padomay enantiomorph. In Arcturian
the Rebel/Thief, and Anu the Heresy, Talos is implied to be
King/Warrior. The results an enantiomorphic figure, as
of these actions are always well.
incredibly
consequential.

Illustration by TES Lore Illustrated
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Glossary of Terms (Official)

A Glossary of Official
Terms

The following is a community-driven collection of lore
terms designed for quick
access and explanations
as compiled by Padomaic_
Spectromete and friends.
AE:
Ehlnofex for “is” and/or
“and.”
Aedra:
Aldmeri for “Our Ancestors.”
The et’Ada who created
Nirn; many sacrificed parts
of themselves to become
Earth-bones and stabilize
the world. Many were later
worshipped as gods, e.g. the
Eight (later Nine) Divines,
Y’ffre, etc.
Adjacent Place:
“Coffee stains” or reflections
of Tamriel that are omnipresent on Nirn. (Fix?) Adjacent
Places are potentially near
infinite in number.
Aetherius:
The higher reality of pure
thought, concept, and po-
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tential, where the Magna
Ge reside. An opposition to
Oblivion. Stars and the sun
(Magnus) are holes into
Aetherius through Oblivion.
Aetherius could be equated
to the Nous in Plato’s Theory
of Forms.

Elder Scrolls Dream. Speculated to have originally been
a mortal within the Yokudan
Dream. Additionally, Anu is
referred to as the force of
Stasis. A force of Non-Differentiation and Oneness
whose opposite is Sithis.

Ald:
Literally, “Old” or former e.g.
Ald Sotha

Anuic (static):
The static force of the Aurbis
that is opposite of the Padomaic force. Main influence is
exerted on Aetherius. Seen
as Time in the Space/Time
relationship.

Alduin:
The Nordic Dragon God (an
aspect of Aka) who eats Nirn
to end every Kalpa.
ALTADOON:
Ehlnofex for “weapon”
Amaranth:
When an individual experiences sensory deprivation and leaves the current
Dream, creating their own.
Animunculus:
(plural: animunculi) An
imitation of a mortal form;
a golem. See especially the
various Dwemer automotons.
Anu:
Amaranth of the current
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Anuiel: The sub-gradient/
direct descendant of Anu.
Anu’s “soul”
Arena:
“Nirn” translated from Ehlnofex into Tamrielic.
Aurbis:
The known universe of TES.
Including Mundus, Oblivion
and Aetherius.
Auri-el:
In Altmeri theology the soul
of Anuiel (who is the soul of
Anu). Known among other
races as Akatosh, Alkosh etc.
Associated with Time.

CHIM (royalty): The state
of enlightenment in which
one knows they are not
truly real and are part of a
Dream, while still being able
to uphold their individuality. They are essentially in
a lucid state in which they
can manipulate the Dream.
Notable “CHIMsters” include
Talos and Vivec. And possibly Mankar Camoran.

D

Convention:
The event at the Adamantine
Tower in which the Aedra
established their spheres of
influence and tore the heart
from Lorkhan. Ended the
Dawn Era and making time
linear.
Creatia (positive/negative):
The raw materials of Creation. Potentially referring
to Anuic/Padomaic energy,
the interactions thereof. The
“building blocks” of Creation.
Daedra:
Aldmeri for “Not our Ancestors.” The Et’Ada who did not
participate in the creation of
Nirn.

The Tel Mora Independent Press - An Aurbic Primer
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D

Daedrons: “...particles of
chaotic creatia, when flowing
in reaction to the exertion
of will, become daedrons
that, though injurious to the
mortal form, can nonetheless
perform work. Underutilized
daedrons usually return to
quiescence—but if imbued
with sufficient purpose, they
may escape and coalesce to
form potentia vortices. These
are dangerous if allowed to
self-optimize into realm-rips,
so it’s best to damp them out
early. Trying to keep ahead
of it all keeps Peryite mighty
busy, but nobody’s really
sorry for him—after all, he
earned it.” (Tutor Riparius,
ESO)
Dracochrysalis:
literally, “to freeze time.” See
Walking Ways (Six).
Dragon Break:
When the Aka (Time) becomes broken, linear time
shatters into multiple intersecting timelines. An example would be the Middle
Dawn or the Warp in the
West.
Dragon:
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Smaller shards of Aka that
inhabit Nirn and possibly
other places. Seen as males
to the Jills. Basically “flying
Time machines”. They are
immortal and do not reproduce.
Dragonborn:
A mortal blessed with the
soul of a Dragon, normally bequeathed by Akatosh.
Notable Dragonborns include
Miraak and most members of the Alessia/Reman/
Septim Imperial dynasties
(arguably Dragonblooded not
Dragonborn).
Dawn Era:
The first era. A time of intense instability and lack of
linearity. Started with the
Amaranth of Ald-Anu and
ended with Convention.
Dawn Magic: Believed to be
the harnessing of intense instability from the Dawn Era.
Dream:
An “Aurbis” that is the result
of a Dreamer or Amaranth,
whose ideas echo throughout the following reality.
Within the Dream, another
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Amaranth can be born, creating a new Dream cycle.
Ehlnofey War:
A war between the Ehlnofey
Dreamsleeve:
(those who would become
A seemingly omnipresent
Elves, led by Akatosh) and
place where Souls are recyWandering Ehlnofey (those
cled and their Memories are
who would become Men, led
filtered out and stored within by Lorkhan) during the Dawn
Era. Much of Nirn was damits infinity. Believed to be or
inhabit the oceans of Nirn.
aged or destroyed; it ended
It’s said that many mortals
with Convention and the
go here after they die. In fudeath of Lorkhan.
ture Eras, the Sleeve is used
for long distance commuEhlnofex:
nication. Proposed to be a
The ancient language of the
place outside of the Dreams. Ehlnofey.
Dro-m’Athra:
The spirits of deceased Khajiit who have been claimed
by Namiira and serve her
will.
Earthbones:
Literally, “natural laws” e.g.
gravity etc. Created by the
sacrifice of the Aedra. See
also: Ehlnofey.
Ehlnofey:
The beings that sacrificed
themselves to create “natural
laws” during the creation of
Nirn. Through sub-gradience
some Ehlnofey became the
peoples and animals of Nirn.

E

Era:
The different time periods
recorded in Tamrielic calendars. It is generally accepted
that there are 6-7 current
Eras:
1. Dawn Era
2. Mythic Era
3. First Era
4. Second Era
5. Third Era
6. Fourth Era
7. Fifth Era (Landfall occurs.)
(There’s also references to a
“Nth Era”. See KINMUNE.)
Elder Scrolls:
Pieces of raw creatia that
appear to mortal percep-
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E

tion as scrolls. Contain
numerous prophesies. They
are normally read by special priests known as Moth
Priests as they can render
(unprepared or untrained)
readers blind.
Et’Ada:
The original beings below the
gradients of Anuiel-Sithis.
They formed in the First
Place and become the Aedra
and Daedra upon the construction of Nirn.
Exact-Egg-Cracking:
The Saxhleel method of
achieving the Nu-Man.
GHARTOK:
Ehlnofex for open palm
Gradient (Subgradience):
The idea that entities are
related to each other at different levels. eg: Lorkhan is a
subgradient of Sithis, who is
a subgradient of Padomay.
God see Godhead
Godhead:
Different from Amaranth, the
Godhead is the Dreamer of
all things and encompasses
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all Dreams.
Hist:
The sentient and possibly
trans-Amaranth trees of
Black Marsh. They perhaps
possess their own Sleeve
and a pocket-Dream. The
Hist are possibly responsible
for creating the Saxhleel races (rumoured as well are the
Kothringi and the Lilmothiit)
through the Elder Way. In opposition, it is also theorised
(but with less likelihood) that
the Saxhleel created the Hist
themselves.
Lorkhan: One of the et’Ada
and the sub-gradient of
Sithis. It was his idea to
create Nirn. A “trickster god”
also known variously as
Lorkhaj, Shor, Sheor etc.
Lyg:
1. An Adjacent Place where
Mehrunes Dagon originated,
believed to be a dystopian
version of Tamriel. Molag Bal
also ruled there for a time. It
is said there the Magna-Ge
were worshipped, and creatures known as the Grabbers
and Bleeding Priests resided
there.
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2. In some formulations Lyg
is the “coffee stain” of Tamriel or Jungian Shadow. There
may also be connections to
Lyg as Tamriel’s scapegoat
or “Azazel (Leviticus 16:9, 10;
see also the writiings of Rene
Girard).
Kalpa:
“world-skins”; a period of
time, usually in reference
to world-reincarnations.
From the Redguard creation
mythos. Alduin devours Nirn
at the end of each Kalpa.
Kalpic cycles occur within a
single Dream.
Mantle (to mantle):
The act of walking like someone until you become them.
You effectively make yourself
so similar to someone else
the Dream sees no difference. An example would be
Talos mantling Shor. See
also: Walking Ways (Six).
Man/Mer/Betmer:
A perspective grouping of
Mortal races under Man, Mer
(elves) and Betimer (beast
races, a Merish term).
Magicka:

Energy that permeates from
Aetherius to the mortal
realm. This energy is generally harnessed to cast spells.

M

Magna-Ge:
Also known as “Children of
Magnus” or “Star Orphans”,
these were divine beings led
by Magnus that left Mundus
after it’s creation, fleeing to
Aetherius. Their departure
tore holes in the fabric of
Oblivion, exposing the light
of Aetherius and creating
the stars, which may now be
attributed with their name.
Magnus:
Venerated in some cultures
as the god of magic, Magnus
was an et’Ada said to have
been the architect of Mundus. When it became clear
how much of their forms
the et’Ada had to sacrifice
to create the mortal plane,
Magnus decided to terminate
the project and flee Mundus along with many other
et’Ada, who became known
as the Magna-Ge. When
Magnus escaped into Aetherius, his form tore a great
hole in the fabric of Oblivion,
which became the sun of
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M

Nirn, itself known as Magnus. The holes the Et’Ada
created became known as
the stars.
Mananauts:
The human Imperial space
program that existed and
was abandoned shortly after
the deterioration of the Reman Dynasty.
MNEM:
Ehlnofex for “memory.”
Mnemic Egg:
The strange Saxhleel artefact
that holds the connection
between the Saxhleel and the
Hist. Believed to be a portal
to or contain the Dream of
the Hist.
Mnemoli:
The “blue star” or “star orphan”. A blue star that appears during a Dragon Break.
Theorised to be one of the
Magna-Ge.
Moons (Masser, Secunda):
The “rotting corpse-divinities” of Jone and Jode that
appear to mortal perception as moons or “heavenly
spheres.”
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Moons (Mane):
[contested] According to the
BGSF post “Return False”
there is a third moon, the
Mane, comprised of the
shorn manes of all Khajiit
and worn by the Mane, their
leader; the Mane orbits Secunda and appears to be a
plane(t) or “heavenly body.”
Moons (Lorkhaj/Dark Moon):
[contested] According
the Elder Scrolls Online a
third (fourth? - MJZ) moon
comprised of the “rotting
corpse-divinity” of Lorkhaj,
also referred to as the Dark
Moon. In some variations
the Dark Moon is considered the “dark patches” on
Masser and Secunda. Often
associated with dro-m’Athra
and the “Bent Dance.”
Mundus:
The Mortal plane of the Aurbis including Nirn, the Moons
and the Planets of the Divines.
Mundane:
Anything referring to the
mortal plane.
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Mythopoesis/Mythopoetics:
Literally, “myth making.”
Because the Aurbis is a
Dream it is subject to lucid
dreaming and may be altered
through a process of Belief.
Usually mythopoesis requires significant effort and/
or numerous participants
(e.g. the Marukhati Selective
and the first Dragon Break),
though CHIM may allow an
individual to effect alteration
to the Dream (e.g. Talos and
“jungled Cyrod”).
Neonymic:
Literally, “new name.” A
name/identity/self that has
been altered beyond its
protonymic via mythopoesis.
See also: Protonymic.
Nerevarine:
The reincarnation of Indoril Nerevar. One appeared
during the Vvardenfell Crisis.
Nir:
The woman who birthed the
Twelve Worlds of Creation.
Loved Anu. She was killed by
Padomay.
Nirn:
The mortal plane(t) on which

Tamriel and other continents
reside. The other planet(s)
of Mundus orbit about this
body.

N

Nirni:
A Khajiit goddess, associated with Nirn.
NRN:
Ehlnofex for Nirn.
Nu-Mantia:
Literally, “freedom.”
Numidium (Anumidium):
A Tower that was the
iron golem created by the
Dwemer. It was powered
(Stone) by the Heart of
Lorkhan and then the Mantella. Tiber Septim used the
Numidium to conquer most
of Tamriel and reach apotheosis. At Alinor under Septim
the Numidium disappeared
from time and was only
fought by Mirror Logicians
of the Altmer. In the Fifth
Era however, the Numidium
returned as the Anumidium,
using its abilities to deny the
existence of Nirn, causing
the events of Landfall.
Nymic:
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N

Literally, “name.” See also
Protonymic and Neonymic.
Nymic Surgery:
The alteration of one’s UrSelf (nymic). An example
would be Mankar Camoran,
who cut himself with Dagon’s Razor to make himself
Dragonborn, thus allowing
him to wear the Amulet of
Kings.
Oblivion:
The realm of infinite darkness to mortals that contains the Daedric Realms. Is
antagonistic to Aetherius.
Oversoul/aspects:
The concepts used to explain
the fact that all pantheons
and versions of gods are
true. Each Aedra of a religious group is simply an
aspect of a complete Oversoul, twisted and changed by
Mythopoetics. An example
would by the aspects Akatosh, Auriel and Alkosh under
the Oversoul of Aka.
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of the Dream or Anu’s brother from his mortal life. Was
said to have fought Anu and
was thrown outside of time.
Become Ald-Anu’s alter-ego
when he achieved Amaranth.
Plane(t):
The many planes of the
Aurbis including Nirn, and
the Aedric and the Daedric realms. Are both infinite
realms (not including Nirn)
and finite spheres depending
on the Being that views it.
Protonymic:
Literally, “first name.” A
being’s first name/identity/
self. It is believed that by
learning a being’s protonym
one may enact control over
them. Protonyms are subject to mythopoetic alteration. It should be noted that
the protonymic of a Daedra
can be used to banish them
back the Oblivion. See also:
Neonymic.

Padhome see Padomay.

Prolix Tower see Walking
Ways (Six) [contested]

Padomay:
May or may not be an aspect

PSJJJJ:
The concept of change as in-
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terpreted by the Psijic Order.
Scarab That Becomes the
Nu-Man: See Walking Ways
(Six).
Sharmat:
Dagoth Ur is a known Sharmat. Miraak is theorized to
also be a Sharmat. One theory suggests there are multiple vessels for the Sharmat,
which is a being that resides
within the Dreamsleeve. It is
unclear what the Sharmat’s
goals are but the modus
operandi of a Sharmat is by
converting others to their
cult of worship.
Shezarrine:
Mortals that bring great
change. In Khajiit theology,
these beings are viewed as
mortal representations/reincarnations of Lorkhaj.
Sithis:
The lower Gradience of
Padomay. Basically maths.
Sithis is what defines the
Oneness of Anu’s stasis.
Soul:
The energy/force that allows
a being to be. It is divided

into three parts, the AE or
self, Memories, and Animus
or life-energy.

W

Tonal Magic:
Magic principally comprised of sound, used by the
Dwemer.
Towers:
Referred to as the tuning
forks of reality. Metaphysical
and physical “beacon points”
that assure the stability of
the mortal plain. Each Tower
including a device of locational data collection (a
Tower) and a power source
(a Stone). It is known that in
almost every installment the
player (Prisoner) disables a
Tower.
Twelve (12) worlds of Creation:
Most likely existed during the
creation of Mundus.
Walking Ways (Six):
The methods in part described by Vivec in The 36
Sermons of Vivec that are
implied to be ways to “Reach
Heaven by Violence,” or attain divinity.
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V

Vehk:
The mortal name of Vivec, a
god-king of Resdayn/Morrowind and bride of Jubal-lun Sul.
Void:
Oblivion.
Void Ghost: see Sithis
Zero-summing:
The act of failing in one’s
pursuit or maintenance of
CHIM. Occurs when one realizes the Dream but is unable
to maintain their individuality, becoming nothing but
also everything.

Glossary of Unofficial Terms
Aka:
The Time God Oversoul. Aspects include Auri-el, Alkosh,
Akatosh, and Alduin.
Aka/Lork:
The connection between
the Beings Lork (commonly
known as Lorkhan) and Aka
(commonly known as AkaTusk). Mostly an out-of-universe term.
Ancestroscythe:
Weapon of the Anumidium.
Believed to have erased the
Altmer during Landfall. Speculated to destroy its target by
erasing their ancestors from
Time.
Belief engine:
The engines of (usually)
voidships, fueled by Belief
and capable of trans-mundal
void travel.
Bent Dance: The seduction
of Khajiit by Dro-m’Athra to
become attuned to the Heart
of Lorkhan or Namiira. see
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Dro-m’Athra.
C0DA, C0da:
An apocryphal story by
former Bethesda developer
Michael Kirkbride. It details
the rise of Jubal-lun Sul, an
Amaranth. Also, any story
utilizing elements of Kirkbride’s C0DA as a base or
inspiration. An apocryphal
(out of game) work set in the
universe of the Elder Scrolls
series.
C0DAverse:
The universe of a particular
C0DA.
Chronocules:
a miniscule or precise moment in time. Or possibly
Time particles.
Colour/Music metaphysics:
A theory composed by redditor /u/myrrlyn:
Essentially, concepts and
beings of the TES universe
are linked to the concept of
music and colour.
Link for the music article.
Link for the colour article.
Dark, The:
[A Khajiit C0DAverse] the

region of the Aurbis beyond
the Stars (Magna-ge) and
the light of Magnus. Inhabited by creatures of uncertain
origin but believed to be the
Second Children of Anu or
the “Children of the Dark.”

H

Digitals: [contested]
1. Manifestations of Jubal-lun Sul’s will and proof
of his attainment of CHIM.
Sul used his “digital projections” throughout C0DA as
“ghost-writers” of his intention. Their final appearance
in C0DA is as his actual
hands at the Wedding with
Vivec.
2. Intelligent life that arrived
at the Lunar Colonies after
Landfall. Believed to have
come from the stars.
3. Magna Ge
East/west time distortion:
The theory that travelling
West will result in travelling
into the past while travelling
East will result in travelling
into the future. Spawned idea
that Yukoda and Akavir may
be different Dreams/Kalpas.
Hypnogogic: Hallucinations
that occur at the onset of
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sleep (dreaming). The Amaranth becomes the Everlasting Hypnogogic.
Impossipoint: An instance
where nothing can become
something and a paradox
occurs, allowing for everything to become possible.
Landfall: the destruction
of Nirn by (A)Numidium.
Caused mass-exodus to the
Moons.
Llesw’er: From the BGSF
post “Return False”, a Khajiit
colony on Secunda.
Love: It was said in the “Love
Letter from the Fifth Era” that
Love was needed to escape
Landfall. Indeed, Vivec and
Sul became Amaranth to a
Dream of Love after Landfall.
Lull: Refers to the “Wheels
of Lull” that appear within
Nirn after Landfall. They are
believed to be the remains of
Sotha Sil’s Clockwork City.
Jill: Supposedly female
dragons responsible for
mending time-lines during a
Dragon Break.
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Memory (Mother):
[A Khajiit C0DAverse] Nirn.
Myth Echo: Recurring/repeating events and/or concepts throughout Aurbic
time. Can be seen in the
repetition of relationships
through each sub-gradience
e.g. Anu/Padomay, Anuiel/
Sithis, Akatosh/Lorkhan.
Further examples include
The Enantiomorph (or enantiomorphic relationships).
Negation cannons:
[A Khajiit C0DAverse] a
weapon of the Last Men
during the Last War. Created in mimesis of Numidium-tek, the cannons were
too large and unwieldy to
be rendered for personal
arms, and were utilized most
often on Dwemeri Walkers
(animunculi). The cannons
were a logic-paradox that
confronted the effected
personage with categorical
proof of their own non-existence, forcing immediate
and irrevocable zero-summing. Early on there was
some concern that such a
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weapon might - unintentionally - result in mytho-narrative transcendence (CHIM)
should the effected possess
a strong enough Self. Recovered Dwemeri algorithms
were employed in the digital
architecture to ensure (via
deception and myth-denial)
any experience or cognizance of the Wheel, and thus
disallow the possibility of
ascendance.
Prisoner:
An individual relatively independent of Desire. CHIM is
said to be in their reach.
Possipoint:
Where something that already is something can
become an opportunity, a
revolution, a realization. An
example would be Convention.
Soul-Stacking: See Walking
Ways (Six)
Stream(s): a metaphor for
the TES multi-verse. The
Godhead’s Dream (which
encompasses everything) is envisioned as the
Ocean; from this flows the

River (Anu’s Dream; the
TES games), the Streams
(multi-verses in Anu’s
Dream, including C0DAs) and
Brooks/Creeks (fan-fictions,
apocrypha). These various
Waters flow into each other
but also flow back into the
River (e.g. Scourge in the
Lizard’s Head Tavern (MQ),
Vivec’s Antlers (ESO) etc).
See also Dream.

V

Withering Dawn:
The time of linear instability
felt on Nirn after the events
of Landfall.
Void Magnifier:
[A Khajiit C0DAverse] a weapon of the Thalmor during the
Last War. Tearing a hole in
Time, the magnifier sent the
affected personage back to
its ur-impulse creating a mirror-paradox that resulted in
immediate Padomaic dissolution. As ur-impulses predated the ur-self (and the formation of Time) there existed
no possibility of Personality
or Reasoned Reflection and
the affected personage was
rendered a harmless flicker of
mytho-genic echoes in Merethic uncertainty.
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Voidship:
A
ship is
capable
of traversing
Below
a collection
Oblivion.
of resources for lore
enthusiasts of any stripe,
from handy guides and
lore collections to wikis,
podcasts, and more. Simply
click on the title to visit that
resource.

The Tel Mora Independent
Press
The world’s only Elder Scrolls
literary journal, producing
new issues every month.
The Dreamsleeve
A Facebook group dedicated
to TES lore scholastics and
discussion. The official
lore group of The Tel Mora
Independent Press.
r/teslore
The main subreddit for
discussing Elder Scrolls lore.
The Elder Scrolls Lore Library
Project
A comprehensive collection
of writings, essays, and other
information from across the
TES community.
Elder Scrolls Lorebook
compilation
An e-reader-friendly .pdf
that contains the lorebooks
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from Daggerfall, Battlespire,
Redguard, Morrowind,
Oblivion, and Skyrim.
Elder Scrolls Online Lorebook
compilation
An e-reader-friendly .pdf that
contains the lorebooks from
Elder Scrolls Online.
The Imperial Library
A huge collection of books,
articles, media, and behind
the scenes information since
1998
Unofficial Elder Scrolls Pages
a collaborative source for
all knowledge on the Elder
Scrolls series of games since
1995
The Elder Scrolls Wiki
A fan-run wikia containing a
wide variety of articles and
pages on The Elder Scrolls
New Whirling School
A work-in-progress that
helps to decipher and
interpret The 36 Sermons of
Vivec
The Selectives Lorecast
A casual Elder Scrolls
podcast dedicated to the
deeper discussions of lore
and interpretation.
Written in Uncertainty
A podcast that focuses on
the uncertainties present in
the Elder Scrolls universe.
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